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Multiple sequence aligners typically work by progressively aligning the most closelyrelated sequences
or group of sequences according to guide trees. Recently, Boyce et al. (1) have reported in PNAS that
alignments reconstructed using simple chained trees (i.e., comblike topologies) with random leaf
assignment performed better in protein structurebased benchmarks than those reconstructed using
phylogenies estimated from the data as guide trees. They state that this result could turn decades of
research in the field on its head. In light of this, it is important to check immediately whether their result
holds under evolutionary criteria—recovery of homologous sequence residues and inference of
phylogenetic trees from the alignments (2). We have done this and the results are entirely opposed to
Boyce et al.’s.
Simulation entails simplifying assumptions, but provides a baseline for which the truth is known with
certainty. Using ALF (3), we simulated over 100 different evolutionary scenarios each containing 1024
homologous sequences evolved along trees generated from birthdeath processes. We then applied the
same aligners as Boyce et al. (ClustalOmega, Mafft, Muscle) and additionally Prank (4), using as guide
trees: (i) chained tree with random leaf assignment of Boyce et al.; (ii) balanced tree with leaf
assignment optimised using the travelling salesman problem heuristic as tested by Boyce et al.; (iii)
default tree estimated by each aligner; (iv) leastsquares distance tree estimated using specialised
phylogenetic software; and (v) the true tree, known from simulation.
With all aligners, using better trees consistently yielded alignments with more homologous columns (Fig.
1a). In particular, chained trees with random leaf assignments yielded the worst alignments under that
measure, with only about half as many correct alignment columns.
To confirm these results on empirical data, we performed a similar analysis on gene families of 1024
homologous sequences each, sampled from the OMA database. Based on the alignments obtained with
the various guide trees, we inferred trees and compared their congruence with the NCBI taxonomy
assuming that more accurate alignments should yield more accurate trees, which in turn should have a
higher congruence with the known biology (5). Here too, there is a clear correlation between the
accuracy of the input guide trees and that of the resulting trees (Fig. 1b).

Fig. 1: Evaluation of alignments reconstructed with various aligners and guide tree methods. (a) Average true
column score over 113 simulated datasets of 1024 sequences. (b) Average consistency with the NCBI taxonomy
over 106 sets of 1024 biological sequences. Note that the real tree is unknown for empirical data. With fully
imbalanced trees as input guide tree, Prank failed to reconstruct alignments in 38 empirical data problem
instances; results reported in (b) are thus based on the remaining 68 alignments. Significant difference from fully
imbalanced guide trees is indicated with a star (Wilcoxon doublesided test, P < 0.001). All data available at
http://lab.dessimoz.org/14_guidetrees.

So why can the structurebased benchmark used by Boyce et al. yield results that are so diametrically at
odds with simulationbased and phylogenybased ones? One clue may be that structural benchmarks
exclusively consider highly compact, highly conserved core regions, which are atypical outside of
structural contexts. In Balibase, used by Boyce et al., the core regions constitute only 18.8% of all
alignment columns; the benchmark is thus uninformative about the alignment of the vast majority of the
protein sequences. In these conserved regions— 50,787 columns in total—only four columns contain
gaps; the benchmark provides virtually no information about the placement of insertions and deletions
either.
For evolutionary analyses, the conclusion is clear: guide trees closer to the correct evolutionary history
of the sequences result in better alignments.
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Supplementary Materials
Data
The sequences and reference trees used in this study are available for download at
http://lab.dessimoz.org/14_guidetrees .
Simulation
We used ALF (3) to simulate 113 problem instances. For each instance, a 1024taxa tree was sampled
according to a birthdeath process (with parameter λ = 10μ) scaled such that the distance from root to
deepest branch was 100 PAM units. Sequences were evolved along these trees according to WAG
substitution matrices (6), with insertion and deletions introduced following a Poisson distribution with
mean=0.0005 event/PAM/site, and length distribution following a Zipfian distribution with exponent
1.821, truncated at 50 characters (default parameters).
Data for phylogenetic test
A total of 3,038 sets of six fungal orthologous sequences were sampled from the OMA database (Sep
2008 release; 7). For each set, additional homologs were automatically collected from the Mar 2014
OMA release via NCBI BLAST using the script MafftHomologs (8), with a threshold Evalue of 10−10.
Sets for which MafftHomologs returned fewer than 1,018 matches were discarded. For each remaining
set, exactly 1,018 matches were randomly selected, and the corresponding full sequences were
retrieved from SwissProt, ending up with 1,129 sets of 6+1,018=1,024 homologous sequences. Our
analysis was performed on a random selection of 106 such gene families.
Construction of the guide trees
Balanced trees with leaf assignment optimised using the Travelling Salesman Problem heuristic were
computed by first computing a circular tour over the sequences using the ComputeTSP() function in the
programming environment “Darwin” (9) and breaking the tour at its longest edge. Guide trees inferred
with specialised phylogenetic software were computed based on pairwise alignments with PAM distance
estimation using the Align() function in Darwin followed by the leastsquares tree optimisation using the
function MinSquareTree() in Darwin.
Aligners
The aligners used were Clustal Omega v.1.2.1 with command line options “maxguidetreeiterations=0”
(10), Mafft v.7.58, with command line options “anysymbol retree 2 maxiterate 0 unweight” (11),
Muscle v.3.8.31 with command line option “maxiters 2” (12), and Prank v.140603 with command line
options “once nobppa uselogs” (13).
Description of taxonomy congruence score
The taxonomy congruence score adapts the tests introduced in Dessimoz and Gil (5) to the large gene
trees at hand. If we assume that genes evolve along a species tree with occasional gene duplication and
loss events, the resulting gene trees can be expected in many parts to be congruent with the species
tree. For instance, in the absence of gene loss, the species represented in the left and right subtrees of
duplication splits should be identical. Likewise, the species contained in the left and right subtrees of
speciation nodes should be related clades of the species tree. Our measure attempts to capture this by
traversing each gene tree bottomup and by counting the NCBI lineage terms in common in the subtrees
of each internal node. Formally, the definition of the consistency score is as follows. Let T be a rooted
gene tree, where the leaves are labeled with the species to which the corresponding gene belongs.
T.Left (T.Right) denotes the left (right) subtree of T. For a leaf l, L(l) lists the NCBI taxonomic lineage of

the corresponding species1. We define the consistency C(T) of a tree T with L recursively as

where

The guide tree methods produce trees that are unrooted, or not necessarily rooted at the biological root.
To compute the consistency score, the trees were (re)rooted with the midpoint rooting method (14). For
each gene family, the congruence scores obtained by the different guide tree methods were converted to
fractional ranks, such that more congruent methods obtain higher ranks. Specifically, the scores were
sorted in ascending order and the rank of each method was determined; ties were assigned the same
rank, defined as the mean of their ordinal ranking.
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For example, if l is Homo sapiens then {L(l)} = {cellular organisms, Eukaryota, Opisthokonta, Metazoa,
Eumetazoa, Bilateria, Deuterostomia, Chordata, Craniata, Vertebrata, Gnathostomata, Teleostomi,
Euteleostomi, Sarcopterygii, Dipnotetrapodomorpha, Tetrapoda, Amniota, Mammalia, Theria, Eutheria,
Boreoeutheria, Euarchontoglires, Primates, Haplorrhini, Simiiformes, Catarrhini, Hominoidea,
Hominidae, Homininae, Homo} and |L(l)| = 30.

